
existing transportation systems, and expanding
use of alternative transportation.
Restore a sense of community by fostering citi-
zen and private sector involvement in local plan-
ning, including the placemcnt of schools and
other public facilities.
Promote collaboration among neighboring com-
munities--{itics, suburbs, or rural areas-to de-
velop regional growth stratcgies and address
common issues like crime.
Enhance economic competitiveness by nurtur-
ing a high quality of life that attracts well-trained
workers and cutting-edge industries.

President Clinhn has asked Congress to approve
nearly a billion dollars in nal spending (nearly l0
billion overall for livability initiatives) as part of thc
FY 2000 budget. He has also asked for $6..1 billion
for public transit proiects, a 16 percent increase over
last vear, inclrrding $1.6 billion for state and local
projects that rcduce traffic congestion and improve
air qualitv.r State and local officials, who recognize
an opportunity to receive money for their states and
cities by supporting the plan, havt, begun unveiling
their own proposals for managed growth and liv-
able communitie's. Trade organizations such as the
National Association of Home' Builders (NAHB)
and National Association of REALTORS (NAR)
have also established or are u,orking to establish
"smart growth" policies, recognizing the need to
adapt to a rapidly changing deve lopment climate.

However, before the Clinton administration ever
announced thc Livability Agenda, more than .40

states already had begun to implemcnt legislation
to manage growth and contain urban sprawl.l
Washington State enacted its Growth Management
Act (GMA) in 

.1990. 
Since then, many local jurisdic-

tions across the state have adopted comprehensive
plans to implement the CMA.

As Vice President Core makes "livability" one of
the main focuses of his campaign, many people are
asking just how effective is growth management?
How well do comprehensive plans, the corner-
stones of many growth management strategies, help
communities balance economic concerns and envi-
ronmental ideas to achieve livabilitl,? Nearly a de-
cade after the State of Washington passed its Grorl,'th
Management Act, these questions rcmain a source
of debate. Several key questions are at the heart of
this debate: who pays for what? How do land
developers and real estate planners navigate the
new regulations required to managc growth? And
\,,,hat are busin!'sses and,/or home buyers willing to

give up to achieve u,hat everyone seems to \a,ant in
theory? While the Puget Sound region faces some
unique land use issues as a result of geography, as
one of the fastest growing regions in the country, it
can also servc as a useful case study for communi-
ties elsewhere as they attempt to make the Livabil-
ity Agenda a functional reality.

W ashingt on's Grouth Man agetnet t Act
The Pugct Sound region is a poster-child for

what is happening nationwidt. Traffic congestion
in the greater-Seattle area, having increased by
more than 2l percent in the last decade, is among
the worst in the nation, not far behind that of much
larger cities such as Los Angeles and New York.'
Population growth is projected at 22 percent over
the next decade, with more tharr 400,000 new state
residents arriving in the next four years. Seattle
itself is only cxpected to grow by 21,000-72,00{)
people, w'hich means many new rcsidents will bt'
moving to other areas in King, Snohomish, and
Pierce Counties, all of which arc within 20-30
miles of downtown Seattle." Other parts of the
state are also growing quickly. Where newcomers
and current rtsidents will be able to live and work
is significantly affected by Washington State's
Crowth Managcment Act, which includes grride-
lines for transportation, land usc, and environmen-
tal protection.

In an effort to responsibly accommodate sig-
nificant growth, Washington's GMA requires cities
and counties to:

designate and protect critical areas such as wet-
lands, steep slopes, river corridors, and flood
plans.i
designate and conserve farm, timber, and min-
eral resource lands.3
identify urban growth areas within which to
concentrate new population growth.'q

Anp Lnnsr RENEwar OpuoNS
n Goon IpEa?
by LlorlLl D. Hanford,lr., CRE

T ease ncgotiations, more oftt'n than not,lead to a rcquest from the

! Iessee for renc'wal options. And, iust as often, suci options are
.LJfreelv given, lr'ithout much thought or negotiation, by er,,en the
most sophisticated owners and managers. Yet, lease renewal options
(LROs), Iike other kinds of options, raise some very fundamental
questions. This manuscript examines the question of LROs, from the
standpoint of the lessor, with a goal of being able to decide whether or
not thev are a good idea.

THE POSITION OF THE LESSEE IS EASY TO UNDERSTAND
It is very easy to understand the position of a lessee asking for a renewal
option. It is relatively safe to concludc that, for a lesst'e, a LRO is never
a bad idea regardless of the terms of that option. There is no mandatory
requirement that the lessee must exercise a renewal option in order to be
able to renew a lease. [n all cases, a LRO is a "free ridc" for the lessee. lf
the markct conditions were such that the option is beneficial to the
lessee, then the option would probablv be exercised if the lessee in-
tended toremainin thespace. On the other hand, if the k'ssee determines
that the terms of the option are not beneficial, the lessee can always opt
to renegotiate instead of exercising the option. Accordingly, the lessee
has absolutely nothing to lose whtn granted a renewal option, particu-
larly rvhen, as is most often the case, that option is givtn free of any
charge.
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LEASE RENEWAL OPTIONS ARE BINDING ON THE LESSOR
LROs raise some scrious questions from the viewpoint of a lessor. There
are several different basic option formulas, Each has its own particular
sct of problems. However, the common problem, regardlcss of formula,
is that the te'rms and conditions of the option provision are, most
probablv, absolutclv and irrevocablv binding on tht'lcssor n,hile being
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RECORD GROWTH IN AMERICA'S CITIES
According to the Slnle of thc Naliuis Hottsirtg '1999

Report issut'd by Harvard University's Joint Centt'r
for Housing Studics, home ownership rates, homc
sales, and the value of residc,ntial construction
reached all time highs in 1998. The eight fastest
growing metropolitan areas added more than
200,000 homes between 1990 and 1997 and anotht'r
2.1 areas addcd more than .100,000 

homes.a This has
raised strong concerns about urban sprawl, espe'
cially sinct' thc report indicatc-s that most new con-
struction is occurring in medium- and lower-densitv
counties at the metropolitan fringe.



binding on the lessee onlyif the lessee exercises. The
possible exception to this would be the case u,here
the option is no more than an agreement to agree
without remedy in the event agreement can not be
reached. In many jurisdictions options based on an
agreement to agree are not enforceable. In short, the
lessor is bound by the terms of the renewal option if
the lessee u,ishes it so but, if not, the lessee can
choose to renegotiate. This situation transfers some
of the control, over the future of the propertv or
space, to the lessee. The fact that the lessee can
choose whether to exercise or renegotiate sets up a
"playing field" that is not "level" since the lessor
has no such right (i.e. the right to decide to let the
lessee exercise an option or, instead, to require a

new negotiation).

EACH TYPE OF RENEWAL OPTION HAS
ITS OWN PROBLEMS
Renewal options at preagreed rents are a problem
from the standpoint that market rL.nts at the time of
exercise may be substantially higher than the agreed
option rent. In this case, the lessee has everyinduce-
ment to exercise the renewal option. But, in the
event that market rents are Iower than the agreed
rent, there is evory reason to believe that the lessee
will opt to renegotiate rather than exercising the
renewal option. However, a perccived benefit of
options at a specified dollar rent amount is that they
do not Iead to controversy or disputc at the time of
exercise.

LIIOs based on the percentage increase in the CPI or
some similar index have the samc problem. There is

no correlation, other than purely accidental, be-
tween the change in the CPI and the change in
market rents. Market rent is drive'n by the forces of
supply and dc'mand for the particular type of space

in question. During the period of 1986-'1996 there is

substantial evidence to suggest that rents for office
space, in many markets across the country, declincd
in the face of oversupply while the rate of inflation
continued upwards. Similarlv, in the period from
1996 to the present, the surge of demand for many
types of spaces, in many markets, has pushed rents
up in double-digit steps while the CPI has been
increasing at a vL'ry benign rate. Accordingly, it
may be concluded that the probability of a CPI or
other index tracking the real estate rental market is
minuscule. CPI or index rent adjustments during a

lease term are theoretically different from options
at specific dollar amounts in that they are perceived
to maintain a purchasing power parity of the rent
dollar during the period between ncw negotiations.
Like specific dollar options, CPI adjustments do not

present any controversy since the determination of
adiusted rent is accomplished based on a fixed
formula where the inputs are factually established.

The failure of specified dollar options or index
adjustments to parallel the actual rental market
changes led owners and managers to generally
favor some type of market rate renewal option over
other types of options. In theory, this is an excellent
idea. No ola'ner or manager should expect to get
more rent from an existing, renewing lessee, than
would be available in the market place if the space
were vacant and available for lease. If the lessee

moved out, that is the rent that would probably
result from the space offering.

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MARKET RATE
OPTIONS IS A MAJOR DIFFICULTY
The major difficulty with market rate renewal op-
tions lies in the implementation of the process and
procedures for determining market rent. In a differ-
ent age, before the major shift to institutional own-
ership, lessor and lessee were both "risking" their
o\l'n money when thev failed to reach agreement
and were forced to initiate the remedy spelled out in
the lease such as arbitration. [n that environment
moving to arbitration was viewed by both parties as

a risk and reasonable efforts were usually made to
forge an agree'ment. Today, one orboth parties have
no personal, vested interest in the outcome of arbi-
tration. Either the lessor is a corporate or institu-
tional owner whose manager/ ncgotiator is not per-
sonally at risk or the lessee is a corporate lessee with
the same characteristics. In these instances, the party
negotiator is only at risk of criticism (or second-
guessing) for agreeing to a transaction that persons
to whom the negotiator reports might challenge.
Stated differently, the negotiator's job may be the
only real thing at risk as far as the negotiator is
concerned. Thus, for one or both party negotiators
there may be no personal, economic inducement to
agree to any rent other than the rent originally
proposed by them. This tends to be the case even
n here the opening rent number was developed by
an independent, outside appraiser or consultant. It
is even more forcefully the case when a written,
independent appraisal has been procured before
the parties begin their negotiations. In this situa-
tion, manv people on both sides may have re-
viewed, and signed off, on the respective apprais-
als, thus creating an expectancy of achieving the
rent number established in their appraisal. In the
vernacular, thc feet of the parties become "set in
concrete." The most defensive position for a nego-
tiator or staff person charged with negotiating a

LEcr srATrNG LTIrILITY:
CaN GnowrH MANAGEMENT

SuccrED?
by Eric S. lnscheuer, Esq
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A liaable suburb or city is one that lets us get home after work fast-so we can

spend more time with friends and t'amily, and less time stuck in traffic. ...1t is

one thnt preserxes among the new deuelopment some nao family farms and

green sryces--io thal exen in the age of cyberspace, kids can still grmo up

knowing uth-at it' s like t o eat locally-grown produce , or toss a ball in an open t'ield
on a summer exening. ...A liaable community cares about parks as well as

parking lots, and deTtelops in a way that draws on local strength and uniqur
ness-resisting the 'cookie-cutter monster' that has made so much of our
country look all the same.

- Vice President Al Gore
"Livable Communities for the 21st Century"

.TNTRODUCTIoN

I Or, Irn.lr.u I l. 1999. Vice President Al Gore unveiled the "Livabil-
I ity eg"nai," *hich is designed to help communities across America
grow in ways that ensure a high quality of life and strong, sustainable
economic growth. This initiative could ultimately have a substantial
impact not only on real estate developers and sellers but on the way we
practice land use and real estate law. Washington State's decade long
experience with its Growth Management Act' highlights the promise
and pitfalls of "Legislating Livability."

THE CLINTON-GORE LIVABILITY AGENDA
According to a White House press release, the goals of the Livability
Agenda are to:

Preserve green spaces that promote clean airand clean water, sustain
wildlife, and provide families with places to walk, play, and relax.
Ease traffic congestion by improving road planning, strengthening
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known with certainty. However, it is essential to
establish a strong empirical foundation in the esti-
mation of the value boundaries, and every effort
should be made to establish as narrow a range as
possible. This is intended to provide helpful guid-
ance to the court in reaching a fair and reasonable
conclusion without having to "buy" into a single
value.

CONCLUSION
Starting with the first offering of CNMA securities
in the early 1970s, the real estate industry has been
in a state of rapid change. The securitization of the
mortgage markets, institutional ownership, invest-
ment trusts, globalization, and information tech-
nology have fostered a new era in valuation analy-
sis and the people who do it. The scope of real estate
valuation has grown beyond the original bound-
aries defined by traditional appraisals. The parallel
Browth in litigation counseling has created demand
for real estateanalysts who bring specialized knowl-
edge of valuation theories, capital markets, and
other emerging real estate issues to the litigation
process. The traditional use of appraisals is not
diminished, but merely used only when and where
appropriate. The Counselors of Real Estate is a

unique organization composed of real estate ex-
perts from numerous disciplines. Many members
of The Counselors come from these emerging real
estate market segments and can offer the legal
community an enhanced array of economic, finan-
cial, and real estate valuation methods.*.,

renewal rent under an option exercise may be to
force the issue to arbitration by refusing to reach
agreement. Under this scenario, an ultimate award
decision against that person's position can be ex-
plained aJ beyond tlieir control in that "those"
arbitrators (w,ho obviously were in error) decided
it. On the other hand, if the arbitration results in a

number that is favorable, the negotiator can take
full credit for the genius involved in having "engi-
neered" the situation to arbitration.

ln recent vears, the process has become even more
complex with the deep involvement of attorneys
beginning with the initial exercise of a market rent
renewal option. Attorneys, as advocates, should be
expected to seek out any possible interpretation of
the lease (or market) that might lead to a favorable
outcome for the client, regardless of how plausible
or realistic the interpretation might be. Thus, be'fore
a disputed rent matter moves forward to arbitration
or some other form of dispute resolution, certain
issues may have to be legally resolved and/or ex-
tensive research must be undertaken to rebut in-
terpretations believed to be in error. In the end, the
result of legal maneuvering may be a formal sub-
mission agreement containing all party stipulations
for use in the arbitration. Howc'ver, the legal cost of
this process can be very substantial.

As indicated above, when market rate options are
granted, the lessor should anticipate that the lessee
would employ the most favorable interpretation of
Iease language and develop their rental proposal to
fit that interpretation. The use of the words "market
rental value" or "fair market rental" etc. will most
probably not protect against self-interest interpre-
tations. [t is true that self-interest should be ex-
pected to motivate both parties. However, since the
question being examined is the advisability of a
lessor granting a lessee a renewaI option at a market
rent, the fact that a lessor would act in its own self-
interest in negotiations or arbitration is not relevant
to the question.

THE "GAME"
Self-interest aside, market rate renewaloptions have
a strong tendency to set up a " Bame." Assuming
that both parties are equally well informed, it is fair
to assume that each is aware of what the market is
doing. However, the lessorcan notexpect to achieve
a rent higher than market and from the viewpoint of
the lessee, market rent is the worst anticipated
outcome. Under conditions of this type, the lessee
has little to lose in "playing the game." After all, if
the matter proceeds to arbitration, isn't there a

ln rccent years, the process has become

eaer, fltore corrrplex with the deep

inaolztement of attort eys beginning zoith

the initial exercise of a market rent renewal

option. Attomeys, as adaocates, should

be expected to seek out any possible

interpretation of the lease (or market) that
night lead to a faaorable outcorfle fot the

client, regardless of hou) plausible ot
realistic the interpretation might be.

chance that rent will be concluded at less than
market? From the lessee's viewpoint, lsn't there a

chance that if enough issues are introduced into the
proceedings, by the lessee, the confusion created
may obfuscate the facts and result in a more favor-
able determination for the lessee? The observation
of numerous rental arbitrations, over the years,
indicates that the "game" is most frequently started
when the dollars involved are very significant.

OPTION LANGUAGE IS USUALLY THE
REAL PROBLEM
The real problem for lessors usually lies in the
option language which, more often than not, is
lacking in specificity. On the other hand, there is a
practical difficulty in developing option Ianguage
that is specific enough to eliminate any controversy
as to how market rent will be determined. In order
to illustrate this point, it is useful to examine the
issues that might arise when, as is frequently the
case, the lease language states nothing more than,
"The lessee is granted the option to re'new this lease
for a period of five years at the then market rent. If
lessor and lessee can not agree as to market rent, the
matter shall be determined by arbitration (ap-
praisal)."

How is the term "market rent" or "fair market
rent" to be defined? [n a case several years ago,
the lessee took the position that the word "fair"
meant fair for both Iandlord and tenant and that
the economics of the specific tenant's business
(i.e. affordability) did come into play.

Is the reference to "market rent" or "fair market
rent" restricted to the specific use? This is an
important question in retail situations where the
current business may not be the best type of
business for the space. If the lease is restrictive as
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to use, somc' jurisdictions have held that the
interprL'tation of "market rL'nt" is to be market
rent for that use and not some other use. Thus, if
a lessor intends to achieve market rent for the
highest and best use of the property, the option
language must be very specific.

Is the reference to "market rent" or "fair market
rent" rsstricted to market rcnt for renewals only
or cloes it include new leases? There have been
cases where the tenant argucd that the
comparabk's are restricted to renewal situations
and should not include new lease transactions.

Do references to "marke't rent" or "fair market
rent" mean "net effective" rent to the le.ssor?

There have been numerous situations where ten-
ants have argued the notion that renewals do not
expose tht' landlord to lrase commissions or
dovyn time between leases. Thus, the market rent
indicated by examination of comparables should
be adjusted by deducting thc lease commission
and down time to parallel the net a landlord
would receive.

What is the impact of tenant improvement al-
lowances? For example, if comparable leases

include new lease transactions with, say, $25 per
square foot in tenant improvements, is the $25
amortized over the renewal term and deducted
from "markct rent" in determining renewal rt'n t?
Or, on rencrval, does the tl'nant receive a tenant
improvement (TI) allow,ance of $25 per square
foot? Tenants have argued that, were they a new
tenant coming into the property, they would
receive the fullTI package at the market rent and,
that as a renewing tenant, they should receivt. a

credit against market rent in the amount saved
by the landlord who does not have to provide
these TIs on renewal. [n this instance, what the
tenant would be seeking is the "net effective"
rent to the landlord which, by definition, is dif-
ferent from "market rent" or "fair market rent."
This interpretation also overlooks the fact that
the landlord, in most instances, provided the
tenant improvements when the renewing tenant
originally moved into the space being renewed.
On the other hand, if lease renewal comparables
(vs. new lcascs) had, as a rc'ne'wal condition, the
provision of paint and neiv carpets, adiustmL'nt
for this factor rvould probably be appropriate in
setting renewal rent.

What size space unit is comparable? If the subject
space is 20,000 square feet are space units of 1,000

up to 20,000 square feet reasonable comparables?
Or, would units substantially larger than 20,000

square feet be reasonable comparables?

What are the timc limits within which the par-
ties must reach agreement before referring the
matter to the alternative dispute rt'solution
method set forth in the lcasc?

In case's of long-term ground leases involving
development ofa proie'ct, the issues become very
complex. What market conditions might exist
and what other conditions and valuation meth-
odologies might be appropriate in 30, 50, 60, or
75 vears hence $,hen renewal options might be

e,xercised? If option rent is to be based on the
value of the land as if free and clear of improve-
ncnts, what will happen if, at the time, there are
no comparable sale.s? Or, what might happen if,
at the time, the area has been complt'telv built up
(no more r.acant land) for more than 10 years?
Should rental valuc assume the highcst and best
usc of the land or is the then use to be considered
as highest and best use?

Where there is an absence of relevant land
sales data is the use of a land residual tech-
nique appropriate?

until sufficient data had been gathered or the analy-
sis had been completed. Until then, many experts
withheld opinions that may or may not have sup-
ported a particular claim orposition. That process is
now accelerated by Web technology. Real estate
experts will better serve their attorney clients by
providing timely opinions to assist in settlement
negotiations or to establish their willingness and
ability to support positions favorable to the cli-
ent. Conversely, if unable to support the client,
sufficient time remains to search for an expert of
differing opinion. In either case, thr: trial attorney
is provided with valuable advance notice. In ef-
fect, real estate experts are now able to utilize Web
technology to customize research and lvork prod-
uct without the encumbrance of unnecessary,
costly, and time-consuming research. I{emember-
ing our example of the public securities markets,
surely real property is no more or lc'ss financially or
physically complex than a business enterprise. Whv
not streamline the analysis while lowering cost and
adding data?

MAINTAINING EXPERT CREDIBILITY:
SET REALISTIC BOUNDARIES
For one reason or another, appraisals.rre a fact of life
throughout the real cstate industrv. Lender ap-
praisals, tax assessment appraisals, insurance ap-
praisals, and a host of other transaction-based situ-
ations clearly require the preparation of an ap-
praisal report drafted in accordanct' with tradc
organization appraisal standards, Uniform Stan-
clards of Professional Appraisal Practice' (USPAP),

or state licensure retluirements. Thc purpose of this
article, is not to diminish the importance of the
appraisal process or the professional appraisers
chargc'd with the responsibility of thcir preparation.
Instead, my purposc is to point out the advantages
of utilizing real estate experts outside the ap-
praisal profession when the required analysis falls
clearly outside the scope of an appraisal document.

Cost and timeliness provide obvious advantages to
attorneys and their clients. But an equally, if not
morc important advantage, lies in the area of expert
credibility. Notwithstanding the inherent credibil-
ityof a member ofThe Counselors of Real Estate, the
Appraisal Institute, or other credentialed individual
members of prrfessional real estatc organizations,
the analytical technique, theory employed, or pre-
sentation of the result may add meaning and rea-
sonableness to the crpcrt s opinion.

Whcn subjective opinions are called for, they should
bc. given within a reasonable rangc of possibilities.

Prior to lntemet access, dnta uas both

expensiue dnd tirne-consurfling to collect.

In the absence of adequate infonnation,

expert opinions were oftefl delayed until
sufficient data had bcen gatherecl or the

analysis had been completed. Until then,

mafiy experts zuithheld opiniofis that may

ot ,fidy not haoe supported a partia at
claim or position. That process is now

accelerated by Web technology. Real estate

experts zuill better serue their attomey

clients by prooiding timely opinions to

assist ifl settlefient negotiations or to

establish their willingness anil ability to

support positions faaorable to the client.

The traditional appraisal format typically presents
a single estimated value. No one expecls a real
estate Counselor or any othcr expert to provide
perfect answcrs. We rely on observations, forecasts,
and historical data. Simple point estimates are very
often counterproductivc. Attorneys and the courts
appreciate candor, reason, and the inherent diffi-
culty of providing perfect answers to subjective
questions. Hence, while the analysis may be gener-
ally close to what the true ansh'ers are, the probabil-
ity that any single point estimate is correct, is nearly
zero. In my view, certified appraisals suffer from
two inherent flaws rendering them less useful to
attorneys and the courts. First, they are drafted
according to narrow standards of appraisal practice
which can frequently lead to the collection of un-
necessary general information which adds to the
cost of the document and time of preparation. Sec-

ondly, the conclusions are nearly always presented
as singlt' point estimates which invite opposing
scrutiny and claims of inaccuracy or bias.

A much more practical and defensible valuation
analysis would present a damage claim, value, or
performance measure conclusion within a plau-
sible range of values. By presenting expert opinions
within a range of possiblc values, the real estate
expert is demonstrating his or her willingness to
consider alternative assumptions and possibilities
without sacrificing credibility to the court. Simply
put, the best real estate experts carefully present
what they know and freely admit what cannot be

If the matter is rcfcrred to an alternative dispute
resolution methodology, what format will ap-
ply? The follou'ing are some of the choices:

' There are different structures that might
apply in an appraisal process where there is no
dialog between appraisers. For example: 1). If
the appraisals of the two party appointed ap-
praisers are within l0 percent, the avc'rage be-
comes the "market rent." lf tht difference is
greater than 10 percent then the party apprais-
ers select a third appraiser and the appraisal
most distant from the middle number is dis-
cardcd with the remaining two appraisals be-
ing averaged.2). The party appraisal closest to
the third appraisal is the market rcnt. This for-
m.rt is similar to "baseball" arbitration. The
major difficulty with any "averaging" of results
is that it most probably will produce the wrong
answer, either on the high side or low side and
the'problem of "baseball" is that the selected
rent is not necessarily the correct rent based on
the market.

. An appraisal process where the appraisers
are directed to meet in order to determine
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that there are economic theories, specifically he-
donic pricing theory, u,hich deal lvith the valuation
of "lost recreational pleasure" or "use." Standard
appraisal methodology is not designed for or et en
remotely applicable to this unusual case. The case
ultimately settled, eliminating the need for each
side to prepare the nece,ssary analysis. Despite the
"land use" character of the claim, an appraisal
report employing traditional appraisal methods
would hardlyapply to thevaluationof such a claim.
And although hedonic pricing and property values
have been considered in appraisal Iiterature before,
it is doubtful that cven the most accomplishe'd
appraisers have even considered its use, much less
applied it as a possiblc valuation tool. I am not
advocating hedonic pricing or any other specific
analytical methodology. But I do believe that valu-
ation analyses go beyond "appraisal" and often
require the education, skills, and experience of real
estate analysts, institutional managers? or real es-
tate forensic specialists outside the appraisal pro-
fession.

All appraisals are' founded on the principles of
economic valuation theory. But the vast majority of
real estate analyses do not require strict adherence
to appraisal standards or methods. Perhaps the best
example ofthis point is the valuation process exhib-
ited by the public securities markets. On any given
business day, every publicly traded business enter-
prise is revalued resulting in the repricing of all
classes of outstanding stock. Reappraisal would
require adherence to prescribed appraisal method-
ology and documentation. For each issue traded,
every parcel of property, business asset, and ex-
pected earnings stream is revalued on virtually a

minute-to-minute basis. Various securities analysts,
researchers, and economists collect and interprct
the new information; make assumptions about fu-
ture economic conditions; and apply stringent L'co-
nomic models and theories as every shred of new
market information is instantaneously digested and
repriced with each stock transaction. In the U.S.
alone, some 1.5 to 2 billion equity shares change'
hands every business day. To the extent that real
estate debt and equity markets are increasingly
securitized and the nature of the underlying assets
fall into institutional ownership and managemcnt,
the analysis and valuation process must also evolve
to reflect the changing nature of the industry. The
legal community should recognize these changes as
well as the appropriate use of traditional appraisals.
More importantly, the securitization and globaliza-
tion of real estate has ushered in an entirely new

Beneration of investment bankers, capital market

analysts, regional economists, institutional manag-
ers, and a host of other real estate experts able to
employ financial, economic, and real estate valua-
tion methods more suitable to the current legal
environment .rn!i its constituencies.

COUNSELORS AND APPRAISERS CAN
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE TECHNOLOGY
According to a reccnt research report published by
the U.C. Berkeley Fisher Center for Real Estate
Studies, analysts ostimate that bv the year 2000,
there n'ill be approximately,l00-500 million Inttrnet
users in the world, and the total number of Web
sites will exceed seven million. Willingly or not,
every Iawyer, professional practice, or real t:state
expert is being lecl or dragged into the informati()n
age. Some experts will make the shift smoothly
while others will fail by continuing to rely upon
stale experience and armchair wisdom.

The best experts have embraced Web technology
not merely for its e-mail or e-commerce value, but
for the enormous information access it provides.
Government records and statistics, univcrsity re-
search centers, professional trade organizations,
and numerous private organizations routinely put
their data or information on the Web, much of it at
no cost to the user. [n sum, the volume of available
and accessible information has increased geometri-
cally, while the cost of compilation has fallen ac-
cordingly. As real estate analysts, we can do more in
one hour at thL'computer than could be accom-
plished in days at the desk or the library.

Armed with the capacity to search a global Web
network for empirical data provides at least two
immediate benefits to our attorney clients. First, we
are able to present a more comprehensive empirical
basis for value conclusions. Correctly or not, an
expert is often viewed as an advocate of the client
rather than an expert to the court. Solid empirical
foundation significantly helps to overcome this
perception. Nothing speaks louder than the "num-
bers." This allows the expert to be the messenger,
not the message. In the way that the federal courts
have imposed "Daubert" standards for expert testi-
mony to insure thc' proper foundation and reliabil-
ity of expert testimony, the World Wide Web gives
us a new and effective weapon to meet and even
exceed the highest standards at an effectivc'cost.
Secondly, the spced at which opinions may be
reached has been drastically accelerated. Prior to
lntemet access, data was both expensive and time-
consuming to collect. In the absence of adequate
information, expert opinions were often delayed

whether or not they can agree or reconcile their
differences to within 10 percent in which event
the average would prevail. [f no agreement
were reached the party appraisers would select
a third appraiser with two out of three being
decisive. Once the appraisers are directed to
meet, the process becomes an arbitration pro-
cess and may be sr.rbject to the arbitration stat-
utes in some jurisdictions.

. Arbitration with mandatory mediation as a
pre-condition.

. "Baseball" arbitration where lessor and les-
see jointly select an arbitrator and present their
respective rental positions to that arbitrator.
The arbitrator selects whiclrever of the two po-
sitions that is closest to his or her opinion to be
the awarded rent. In theory, "baseball" arbitra-
tion is supposed to force both parties to propose
a very reasonable position and attempt to agree
before arbitrating. Howe'ver, in practice, the
process is often more akin to a poker game than
to determining market rent in that, after negoti-
ating, each party knows the other's position.
The number finally submitted to the arbitrator
becomes a "poker" number.

. An arbitration process conducted under the
rules and auspices of the American Arbitration
Association (AAA) or a similar alternative dis-
pute resolution organization.

. An arbitration process where each party
appoints its arbitrator and the two party arbi-
trators appoint the third arbitrator. This process
raises its own issues:

. Do the arbitrators prepare formal ap-
praisals before commencing the process?
. Will other experts present the market
rent positions?
. Will the process call for an open hearing
where the parties present evidence to the
arbitrators?
. If the arbitrators are also the appraisers,
should they share all data (but not analysis)
before meeting?
. Are there any appropriate party stipu-
Iations?
. What qualifications must an arbitrator
(or appraiser in an appraisal process) pos-
ses?
. Must the third arbitrator be someone
without any business or social relationship
with the parties?
. What time constraints will operate?

For the multitude of smaller lease

transactions, the legal costs of
fl ego ti ating and ilr afting clet ail e d,

specific language and

the cost of implementing a

highly - structured pr o ce ss

for resolaing any dispute may be

unacceptable to both landlord and tenant.

The above are some, but by no means all, of the
issues that can come up under lease renewal options
at market rent. Market rate renewal options may
contain some guidelines for determining rent. But,
what happens when a guideline is no longer appli-
cable? Several years ago an arbitration involving an
older lease was conducted under lease guidelints
specifying that market r€.nt was to be based on
recent leases in comparable one-story buildings
within a defined are'a. Hovyever, at the time of
arbitration there were no more one-story buildings
within the defined area.

Absent specific lease language that has the charac-
ter of a submission agreement or absent a formal
submission agreement, party arbitrators (or an ar-
bitration panel) may have to develop a submission
agreement for approval by the parties, before com-
mencing the process, in order to protect the integ-
rity of any award. Such an agreement would spell
out the matter or matters to be decided as well as
detail the rules and procedures under which the
arbitration will be conducted. This process, in and
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MARKET RATE RENEWAL OPTIONS
SHOULD BE DETAILED AND SPECIFIC
In order for a lessor to be assured that market rate
renewal option provisions contain adequate pro-
tections against unintended interpretations, it be-
comes necessary for those provisions to be very
detailed and specific. In effect, the lease provisions
sctting forth the option terms and remedies if thc.
parties fail to agree (i.e. arbitration) would takt' on
many of the characteristics of a detailed arbitration
submission agreement. Where lease transactions
are large and involve major rentdollars, such speci-
ficity maybe practicaland affordable. However, for
the multitude of smaller Icase transactions the legal
costs of negotiating and drafting detailed, specific
language and the cost of implemenhng a highly-
structured process for resolving any dispute may
be unacceptable to both landlord and tenant.



of itself, may increase the cost of arbitration, as well
as protracting the time for reaching a decision.
Further, if the arbitrators (or parties) cannot agree
on the language of the submission agreement, the
matte'r may have to be resolved by a court before the
arbitration itself can movc forward.

CONCLUSION
The conclusion that must be reached is that lessors'
should avoid freely granting lease renewal options,
as usually, they are not a very good idea. Renewal
options are only of benefit to a tenant. They can
cause some very complex and unanticipated prob-
lems in arriving at the future rental value. They do
not enhance the value of the property or the owner's
position. And, they may give the tenant an element
of control over the future that may be unintended.
There is no question that lessors are frequently
compelled, by competitive pressures to grant re-
newal options. And, equally often, the lessor makes
a business decision to unde'rtake whatever risks the
LRO may present becaust, of the competitive pres-
sures. The larger the tenant the greater the pressure
on the lessor to provide inducements to the tenant
when the rental market is highly competitive. How-
ever, in markets where the lessor is in the stronger
position, inducements are unnecessary. And, where
tenants are occupying small amounts of space there
may be many reasons for avoiding LROs-not the
Ieast of which is providing for the possible expan-
sion of other tenants.

If lease renewal options are considered by lessors,
for whatever motivating reason, they should be
very carefully thought out and negotiated as vigor-
ously as any other material business terms of the
lease. Treating lease renewal options as benign and

Sour FunrHER OBSERvATIoNS
by Rocky A. Tarantello, CRE

Tn the December 1994 Edition of Real Estate lssuts,l presented several

I issues pertaining k) the proper role of real estaie Counselors as

Iexpert witnesses and suggested how Counselors could resolve the
real estate expert versus client advocate conflict. This manuscriPt
attempts to go one step further in distinguishing how real estate
counseling differs from real estate appraisal and how attorneys may
better utilize real estate Counselors as experts.

The great maiority of real estate Counselors are not real estate apprais-
ers. They typically do not write or certify appraisal reports. However,
they are still real estate valuation, feasibility, and investment exPerts.
They frequently offer expert advice regarding the valuation of fee

interests, mortgage instruments, leaseholds, easements, cash flows,
rights of way, profitability, feasibility, pricing strategies, phasing plans,
and a myriad of other opinions regarding the value or the investment
performance of real estate assets. I think the time has come to clarify the
common view that valuation analysis and appraisal are one and the
same. They are not! Most real estate analyses are not drafted as certified
appraisal reports. Frequently, the total work product consists ofnothing
more than a summary of data, statement of assumptions, calcuJations,
and conclusions. On other occasions, a certified or narrative rePort may
be inapplicable as the following case illustrates.
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A few years ago, a moderate oil spill along the Southern California
coastline had forced the closure of several miles of public beaches. ln
addition to direct clean-up costs and lost tax revenues from temporary
business closures, the city attorney felt the city was also entitled to the
value of the temporary loss of use (i.e. recreational use) of the public
beach. As with any claim for damage, appropriate technical analysis
and foundation is requisite to establish a defensible claim. It so happens
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AN ALTERNATIVE TO RENEWAL OPTIONS
Aside from attemptin8 to gain an advantage, the
main concern of the lessee, in seeking renewal op-
tions, is being able to provide for continuity of
occupancy in the leased space. One means of pro-
viding a lessee comfort relative to the future is to
include a "First Right to Negotiate." This type of
provision assures that the lessor will not lease the
space to someone else before negotiating with the
present lessee. This type of "right" does notbind the
lessor to anv rent but probably does bind the lessor
to conduct "good faith" negotiations whether or
not such is spelled out in the "Right." Provisions of
this type usually include a date by which the lessee
must opt to commence' negotiations and a date by
which the lessor is free to begin negotiating with
others.

customary may, in the future when the option is
exercised, prove to be a very serious error for the
lessor.*.,
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